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Lottery to determine occupancy

Village requirements set
by Brian Sullivan
News editor

A lottery system will be used to determine the students who will reside in
Xavier Village for its first year of occupancy beginning this fall. But the participation in this lottery will involve
more than just $1 and the choosing of
six numbers between 1 and 44.
The Xavier Village Student Committee, which has been meeting since October, decided. this week that the room selection process for the Village will
consist of a weighted lottery system.
The committee based its decision upon
the 250 responses they received from a
student sllrvey conducted in December.
According to this survey, the number
one student choice for a selection process was a lottery with a required minimum cumulative GPA (grade point average). Forty-four percent of those
responding felt· that seniors should have
the top priority in receiving rooms, and
35 percent felt ·that juniors ·should re-.
ceive first priority. Also, a vast majority
of the students responding felt that a
student's disciplinary record should be
considered· in .determining whether ·the-~-··
student should be allowed. to participate
in any room selection lottery.
In order to be eligible for the lottery,
all students signing-up for a single room
must be full-time students for the 198990 school war;. must have junior, senior
or graduate student status by the fall of
89; must have a minimum cumulative
GPA of 2.0; and must not be on any
form of academic probation~ After meeting these requirements, the group of
students will receive one lottery pick.
If the cumulative averages of all the
students in a given group are 3.0 or
above, the group will be granted a second lottery pick. To receive a third lottery pick, the majority of the students
in a given group must be of senior
status, that is, the majority of the students must have passed at least 72
credit hours by the end of the fall 88
semester. The most lottery chances a
group of students can receive is three.
'We [the committee members] are
trying to give credit to those students

who have worked hard," said Sylvia
Bessegato, assistant vice president for
Student Development and chairperson
for the Xavier Village Student Committee. "We are rewarding achievement,
and we still think it is fair because it is
still a lottery;' she said.·
Dr. Arthur Shriberg, · vice president
for Student Development, agrees with
Bessegato in that the lottery should not
merely be random. "Some students
should earn their way into the Village
based on their performance. This first
group of occupants is very, very impor·
tant in setting the tone of the environment," said Shriberg.
Bessegato believes that an extra-curricular activities qualification for partic~,:>a
tion in the lottery would have been too
discriminatory. "A lot of students might
want to be involved, but they have to
work 30 hours a week. We shouldn't
penalize students for that. That would
be a step too far:'
A certain number of apartments will
be set aside from the lottery for some
of the graduate students, faculty and
staff members who might be .interested
in re5iding;•nthe 200-capacity'complex.
A majority of apartments will go to
juniors and seniors meeting the criteria.
"We are really trying to get a diverse
community," said Bessegato.
Applications for interested students
will be available from the Office of Residence Life Feb. 20 - 24, and the deadline for accepting applications is Feb. 27
at 4 p.m. The students will be notified
of their status and the number of lottery picks they are eligible ·for by Mard,l
10. The lottery numbers will be chosen
by the students on March 13, and the
students can reserve the rooms at that
time.
The signing of the leases will take
place April 4 and 5, with a rent deposit
due at the time of signing. The actual
terms and time periods of the leases
have not yet been determined. West
Shell Realtors, the company which will
be managing the Village, will have the
leases outlined by the April lease signing. According to Bessegato, the leases
will be 12 months in length and subletting will be allowed.
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Virus infects computers
by Brian Sullivan
News editor

A computer virus was found
worming its way through Xavier's
Apple computers this week. The virus first appeared in the Academic
Computing Lab iri the basement of
Alter Hall on Friday, and symptoms
of the virus have been found in
many other Apple terminals all over
campus. According to Richard Harris, coordinator of Academic Computing, use of the campus Apple
computers, as well as use of any
hard disks that have been used in
any of these terminals, should be
limited.

Harris is checking all campus terminals this week and will salvage
those programs able to be saved.
Harris said any personal disks used
on campus are most probably infected and should no longer be used.
'The only programs we're not finding
the virus in are the ones that haven't
recently been opened;' he said. Harris found that 360 of the more than
500 programs in the Apple computer
lab in the College of Business Administration had ~n tainted by the
virus.
Harris hopes an "inoculation'' program can be installed in the campus
terminals once the virus has been
thoroughly eliminated.

Bids sought for food service
by Jennifer Stark
News editor

In a decision made at ll:30 a.m.,
Monday, Xavier University determined to solicit bids from outside
food service companies before awarding a contract for the next academic
year. However, according to kistant
Vice President for Student DeveloJ>'" ··· ·
ment Sylvia Bessegato, Marriott Din- · .
ing Services, the current food service
at Xavier, is not necessarily on the
way out.
"We're not dissatisfied with Marriott's service at all," she explained,

''Marriott may very well come out. of
this process on top:' Bessegato said
the decision to accept bids was made
to "test the waters" to determine
what other food services have to
offer.
Bidding specifications will be designed and sent out in the next few

Weeks to seV«!ral companies. "About
four or five will return bids," said
Bessegato, "and the top three of
those will make presentations to the
university:' A committee consisting of
both faculty and students will help
choose the food service for
next year.
.
(
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Members of the Woodward High School's marching band paraded up Ledgewood
Drive last Wednesday to kick-off Xavier's Black History Month.

Jostens proposes 1989 yearbook revival
by Anne Kindt
staff reporter

Twenty years from now, will you be
able to page through memories of your
college days7 Perhaps so, if The Musketeer Annual, ·the student yearbook, returns to Xavier for the 1988-89 year.
According to representatives from Jos·
tens, the publishing company for many
college and high school annuals, and of·
ficials in Student Development, the an'nual 'might be revived after a one-year
absence.· The Office of Student Development and Jostens are in\restigating
whether there is enough ·student interest

to begin the production process.
The yearbook was discontinued in
1987 due to irresponsible management
and financial problems, according to
Dave Coleman, director of Student Activities. There weren't enough books
purchased or advertisements sold to
make the project worth the effort, said
Coleman.
"It's crazy that a school with this
much tradition doesn't have a yearbook;' said Coleman, who, with the
help of° representatives from Jostens, is
trying to give students the opportunity
to capture' theif memories of the. sChool

year.

. .

Jqstens representative Doug Vice

would come on campus and operate the
entire project. Vice would hire student
staff members, sell ads, and solicit the
yearbook to the student body. Both
Coleman and Vice believe that a quality
annual can still be produced for this .
year, recognizing a definite disadvantage
since the spring semester is already in
progress.
The yearbook, if reinstated, .would
cost the w\iver5ity no money. Jostens
would underwrite the entire project.
Likewise, the students who agree to purchase a book would be at no risk since
all money would be returned if enough
copies are not sold.

couJd put together "a dynamite product:' The book would be printed in
black and white only, and cost between .
$20 and $25, depending on the number
of annuals sold.
Coleman will announce within two
weeks the final decision as to whether
there will be a 198S-89 Musketeer Annual. He stressed the fact that the idea
must have sufficient student support,
since any yearbook requires the efforts
of many talented student writers and
photographers.
Any student interested in being a part
of the yearbook' project should contact
Coleman at the Office of Student Devel~
opment at 745-3205.

.

.

-
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KZF master plan has designs on Xavier's future
in order to better facilitate the
biology, chemistry and physics
departments. The project would
KZF Incorporated, a local ar- add 40,000 square feet of academic space and improve the
chitectural firm, has recently
science
program substantially.
completed, at Xavier's request, a
detailed study of the university's However, Shriberg warns these
are all "recommendations property. The study consists of
not
policy."
analyses of the present and reAnother relatively high priorcommendations for the future
ity, as seen by both the univerutilization of the campus.
sity and KZF, is the renovation
Included in the report from
and transformation of the
KZF is a grouping system
Rainbo building (located on
which ranks the proposed proHerald Avenue across from
jects in order of their imporWVXU). Because 44,000 square
tance and necessity. Both KZF
feet
of space will be available,
and the university recognize the
many
departments and aC:tivities
priority of a new science center.
could
be
relocated in the
According to Dr. Arthur ShriIt is proposed
Rainbo
building.
berg, vice president for Student
that
members
of
the
faculty in
Development, ''The school is
the
College
of
Business
Adminworking hard for it [a new sciistration
presently
in
Hinkle
ence building]:' The suggested
location for this new building is Hall be moved to offices in
Rainbo. Another suggestion is
between the University Center
that part of the communication
and Logan Hall.
arts
program be moved from
Logan and Albers halls
Alter
to unite it in proximity
would be completely renovated
with wvxu.
by Mike Kelly
staff reporter

KZF suggests a restructuring
of the mall. They point out
that the west row of buildings
(including Alumni, Hinkle and
Albers) was built to face Victory Parkway. What is now the
mall was once an extension of
Herald Avenue, where the
backs of the west row buildings
faced. Now that the mall is the
center of campus, the west row
should have their new "fronts"
restructured and beautified.
There would also be some major additions made to the landscaping to give the mall more
of a definable character of its
own.
A major problem throughout
the campus is accessibility for
the handicapped. The report
addresses every building on
campus and recommends solutions to all of the problem areas. The west row would be
completely connected indoors.
Also, there would be at least
one handicapped-accessible en-

try way to every building on
that row. The south entrance to
Alter Hall (near the library)
would be upgraded, as would
the entry to ·the McDonald Library.
The KZF report shows the
O'Connor Sports Center is
.over-utilized. Although it was
expanded in 1977, further expansion is suggested. Bigger
locker rooms, more office space
(primarily for intramurals),
more classrooms, and larger
storage space have also been
recommended. Circulation is
another problem, according to
the report. Not only is an elevator needed for handicappedaccessibility, but presently the
most traveled area is the swimming pool area.
Elet Hall presents the largest
problem area on the campus.
Elet has suffered as a result of
limited maintenance over the
years. KZF gives three options
for its future. The least expen-

sive proposition is a complete
renovation. This would preserve
the architectural character of
the building. However, the l~ck
of handicapped-accessibility
would be difficult to overcome
and expansion would be impossible. The second option is to
build an addition between Joseph Center and Elet to provide
expansion possibilities and
handicapped-accessibility. The
final option outlines the destruction of Sycamore House
and Elet Hall and the subsequent construction of a new
building.
The KZF study has provided
the university with a multitude
of suggestions and recommendations for changes to improve
the campus. However, the university cannot afford to follow
all of them. According to Shriberg, "Other than Xavier Village, Brockman Hall, and several small landscaping projects,
,there. will be no other construction this summer:'

·Drug Awareness Week
lays cards on the table
by Kathy Oshel
staff reporter
and Jennifer Stark
News editor

Jeopardy!, Terrace Room, 7
p.m.
• WVXU-Nightwaves conducts interviews on drug abuse,
WVXU-91.7 FM, 11:45 p.m.

When you sit down to play
Sunday
a game of cards, you never
• John Godar, of the Univerknow when the deck is stacked
sity of Cincinnati Drug and
against you. And when drugs
Poison Information Center, presare the name of the game, the
ents The Influence of Drugs on
dealer has more up his sleeve
than the ace of spades. As ·part Athletic Performance, Terrace
Room, 7:30 p.m.
of National Collegiate Drug
"Drug Jeopardy!" will be
Awareness Week, Feb. 6-12,
structured like the TV show,
Xavier is educating students to
prevent them from playing the
"Jeopardy!;' and is designed to
test students' knowledge of
game nobody wins.
drugs. "Our goal isn't to lecture
The university's Alcohol and
at people," explains Lambert,
Drug Education Committee is
sponsoring a week-long effort to Husman Hall director, ''but to
educate them and to make the
inform students of the facts
about drugs. The theme for the program fun."
WVXU's contribution is new
week is "No matter how they're
dealt, Drugs are a losing game:' this year. Because of its format,
the Nightwaves interview show
Xavier is one of only 43 per·cent of the nation's universities
will reach more than just Xavier students.
which have drug abuse programs, according to the US DeNancy Monachino, chairperson of Drug Awareness week,
partment of Education.
states "This year is different
The program began Monday
from previous years because we
morning with an information
booth in the University Center
have added more programs and
lobby. Later that evening, stuhave had more coordination
with various groups such as
dents shared their personal stoWVXU and SAC:'
ries of drug abuse; and the
problem was dramatized in StuAccording to George Gordon,
Alcohol and Dmg Education
dent Activities Council's movie
presentation, "Clean and Sober," Committee member, ''The purstarring Michael Keaton as a re- pose of the members is to give
covering alcoholic.
insight on where the drug use
Other events this week inis interfering in academics and
career life:·
clude:
Gordon feels "drugs are presWednesday
ent and readily available on
AIDS Awareness Committee campus but have a low profile."
discusses Drugs and AIDS,
Also, Monachino explained that
Tucker's Lounge, 3:30 p.m.
the drug use at Xavier was no
• George Gordon presents
worse than any other college
campus. The drug use is declinPutting Drugs Out of Business:
ing though, she says, and this
Drug Testing in the Workplace,
Terrace Room, 7 p.m.
is partially due to the continuing efforts of various camThursday
paigns, such as Drug Awareness
Week.
• Cincinnati Police DepartPrograms like these try to
ment discusses Legal Ramifica~
help students make responsible
tions of Drug Use, Terrace
decisions before they play a
.Room, 3:30 p.m.
• · Lori Lambert presents Drug game that gets out of control.

by Sam Lind
student senator
In an effort to cultivate and
benefit from the untapped leadership potential at Xavier University, the Student Government
Association (SGA) will be
sponsoring the first annual
Leadership Opportunities Day
on Wednesday, Feb; 15. Ten
groups will sponsor infonrzatiorz
tables in the lobby of the University Center from lla.m.-2
p.m. A representative from
each group will be on hand to
answer questions and provide a
look at the different offices
which will soon open for election or selection. From 8-9 p.m. SGA will be sponsoring a presentation in the Hearth Room.
Representatives from the Executive Ticket, Senate, Student Activities Council, Class Officers,
Black Student~ Association, International Students Society and the Manresa program will talk
about the various duties and opportunities available on campus.
. The acti:iities. have been orga~ized by an SGA committee consisting of Ken Hartlage, Sam
Lmd, Jeanine Lz~k, f1~g C?lberdmg_, Lynn Beckham and Michael Francisco. "There is a lot of
natural leadership ability zn any given group of people," said Hartlage, "And I'd like to see
the people who have the enthusiasm and ability to come forward and better represent the
student body."
SG~ controls a large portion of our tuition and in order to ensure that it is spent to
benefit the students, a large and diversified student leadership corps is needed. The day has
been schedul:d to be convenient f.or a large portion of the student body. It is to the benefit
of .ei:eryone zf ~ou make your voice heard. The university is in need of people capable of
voicing the vanous concerns that are present on campus. This year's student government has
matU; a lot of progress, but a lot more is left undone. Competent people are needed to
continue the programs that are still in progress. "We like what we're doing but we don't like
doing it without you!"
'

Corporate donations to aid Xavier
by Anthony Kovalik
Perspectives editor

Xavier University's Business
Mobilized for Xavier (BMX)
Campaign kicked off its 35th
year with a record-setting fundraising goal of $520,000 on Jan.
24 at the Queen City Club,
downtown.
The 1988-89 campaign will
be driven by more than 200
volunteers of alumni, friends
and supporters of Xavier University. Last year, more than
650 corporations contributed to
the drive which is intended to

keep the rising cost of tuition
affordable at Xavier.
A recent Cincinnati Enquirer
editorial stated, the list of corporate donors to Xavier's annual giving fund continues to
expand as Cincinnati area businesses come to recognize Xavier
University as one of the TriState areas most important educational resources.
According to Dr. J. Richard
Hirte, Xavier's vice-president of
Financial Affairs, area ·businesses benefit not only from access to Xavier University's facilities and faculty, but they also

benefit from Xavier's well educated students who enter Cincinnati's job market after graduation.
While students at Xavier pay
more than $7,000 a year for
their college education, this
price in no way covers the
more than $9,000 a year it
costs to educate the average
student here at Cincinnati's Jesuit university. This more than
$2,000 discrepency is met by
endowment draw, room and
board fees and annual donations to which the BMX campaign contributes.
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Career Day prepares
minorities for future

Publicity team: a sign of the times
by Kevin Kelley
staff reporter

Have you ever wondered
where those posters in the grill
and cafeteria that advertise
campus events come from?
They aren't made by little elves.
Nor do they appear magically
by themselves. Rather, they are
made by the Publicity Team, in
their office in the depths of the
University Center.
'The Publicity Team is set up
to provide campus clubs and
organizations and academic departments a way of publicizing
their events on a short-term basis at no cost to them," said
Lisa Poole, student manager of
the team.

In -addition to making posters
for the cafeteria and grill, the
Publicity Team works on special projects with clubs to promote events in different ways
using other materials, such as
balloons or streamers. They
make signs for campus organizations for club day. The Publicity Team is also responsible
for the University Center events
calendars located outside the
cafeteria, grill and the post office. They can also help groups
create posters or flyers for posting in the residence halls and
other areas around campus.
Last semester, the team made
approximately l, 100 posters, according to Poole. The average
poster takes between 45 and 90

minutes to complete. "It's a lot
harder than you think it is," she
said. ''Making a row of six-inch
high letters all straight isn't
easy. It takes a little bit of
practice to get it right."
Employment with the Publicity Team is through the university's work-study program.
Applicants to the team must be
interviewed and hired through
the Office of Student Development. According to Poole, between 6 and 10 people work ·on
the team each semester.
Groups needing posters from
the Publicity Team can obtain
them by filling out requisition
forms available at the Information Desk. The requests for
posters must be made one week
in advance of the events.

The Office of Minority
Affairs and Career Planning
and Placement are sponsoring a Minority Career Opportunity Day, Saturday
from 10 a.m.-2 p.m. in the
NYCE room of the College
of Business Administration
(CBA). Numerous companies
from both the public and
private sectors will be on
hand with openings for fulltime, part-time, permanent
and temporary jobs as well
as openings for internships.
The companies will be seeking students from all majors.
Students who have yet to de-;
cide on a major are also en- ··

couraged to attend this career workshop.
Any students attending the
program are required to
bring at least 10 copies of an
updated resume. Students
who would like to prepare
or update their resumes can
schedule an appointment
with any of the counselors
in the Career Planning and
Placement Office in the University Center.
Any students with questions should contact the Office of Minority Affairs at
745-3181 or George Gordon
at Career Planning and
Placement at 745-3141.

Let us make your gold
college ring \\1th alldiarnonds and you can
save as much as $75.
That's real value ... and
you'll love the look ofalldi:unonds. ArtCarved
diamonds are carefully
selected by gemologists
to meet-exacting
standards of color, cut
and clarity. The lasting
value of real diamonds,
plus impressive savings
... all backed by the
ArtCarved Full Lifetime
Warranty.

n1e Quality.
The Craftsmanship.
The Reward You Desf!1ve.
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IOAM·- 4PM
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Student message
puts polish on
silver anniversary
her older brother's footsteps in
all her classes. Now she's an elNews editor
ementary school teacher herself,
bound to create problems for
The most important thing
that my parents have taught me me when I have to follow in
in my short 20 years is that my the footsteps of _tt_er. success.
Kathy, -01e eldest of my
duty in this life is to leave the
younger sisters, is still teased
world better than it was before
for the picture of her in the baI arrived. Everyday I· find myton-twirler costume with her
self struggling to get the most
two front teeth missing. Today
out of life while at the same
she is a very attractive Xavier
time making the world better
freshman, and a diligent
for those who will come after
me. What is the best possible
worker, too. I'm sure the day is
just around the comer when· I'll
use for my time? Whenever I
be referred to as "Kathy's
find myself asking this question, I look to the example my
brother:'
1
parents gave: work hard to sucMarybeth, my youngest sisceed and the world will be a
ter, and perhaps the smartest of
better place for you and those
us all, was known as the baby
who will follow you.
with 100 ways to be sick on
This is written in response to.
Our strength will play a key
. The Americans pulled out
"picture day.'' Now she's already Kevin Murrin's editorial "Amer- only because of the brave resisrole in future relations.
a ·teenager, working .toward .. , ...·iql ..mus~ ,re~ajn .Yigilant" which tance put up by the USSR'Wonder Twin powers, deacThe most'important
adulthood in the Catholic.
appeared on la:sf week's Pertivate.~'
·
·
·
. backed guerrillas.
thing that my parents
Church through the Sacrament
spective's page of The Xavier
Are there similarities of opinhave taught me in my
of Confirmation, and she's alNewswire.
. ion7 Are there the same closed
ready
getting
on
me
about
the
·
minded arguments from each
short 20 years. is that
1 must ad m1't th at your v1ewThe Soviet Union, too, side?
importance of going to church
point concerning United States
my duty in this life is to on Sundays.
must remain vigilant.
- Soviet relations is one held
leave the world better
Mr. Gorbachev is not a monI'm not sure exactly how my
by the majority of Americans,
The Americans
family would compare me to
but allow me, Mr. Murrin, to
arch. He cannot "tear down
than it was before I
announce increases in
give you a taste of parallelism.
the way I was in the past, but
walls and allow free· elections:'
arrived.
I know for a fact that any sue-·
arms every year. The
He's dealing with a cabinet
cess I've had is due directly to
One must surely recall the
only thing that restrains which still believes in the ways
the support my parents have
TV cartoon "Superfriends." In
Today, Feb. 8, 1989, marks
and actions of the old regime.
it, Superman, Wonderwoman
Mr. Bush is a close to
my parents' 25th wedding anni- provided me. Sure, we've all
Along with the disposal of
and other heroes battled the
versary. Since 1964, my parents made our mistakes, but it is so
trillion-dollar budget
old regime ideas and actions
important for all parents to reforces of evil. The Wonder
have been ensuring that my
should go what remains of the
alize that once a child begins to Twins were included in this alli- deficit.
world would be 10 times better
or
her
own
decisions,
ance.
Their
power
was
their
make
his
Cold
War with its euphemistic
than theirs. For the entire
the mistakes they make in
ability to become anything
remarks such as "Peace through
length of their marriage, my
growing up are their own mis(within the limits of cartoon re. Strength.''
parents have devoted all of
The US intervention cost
We
can
ality)
when
they
clashed
fists
takes,
not
their
parents'.
their time to making my life
them millions of casualties. And
Let us. stop viewing the
together.
and the lives of my brother and all do better, and the most
who can forget Grenada7
USSR as the antagonist placed
sisters happier. I only hope that comforting thing I know about
'Wonder Twin powers, actiEven though our economy is
here on earth to foil the hero
vate" (permit me to become the
I can do in 100 years what
taking risks is that my parents
faltering, we must not let down (that's us).
they have done in only 25.
will always be there when I
male twin). I choose "the form
our guard.
-by Fabio Hurtado
The most significant· way my need them.
of a Russian newspaper columparents have contributed to the
The silver anniversary mesnist at a secondary school:'
fo ed I 11
sage that I would like my parN
world are their five children.
ow trans rm ' wi pose
My parents were brought up to ents to receive is a bit of admy arguement.
The Xavier Newswire is published weekly throughout the school year, except
(let us all go through this
believe that the most important vice. To my mother, I reiterate,
during vacation and exams, by the students of Xavier University, 3800 Victory
that our mistakes are not and
process with Mr. Murrin's artithing a marriage can produce
Pkwy., Cincinnati, Ohio 45207.
de nearby, to parallel each
besides love is a successful fam- never will be your mistakes.
1he statements and opinions of The Xavier Newswire are not necessarily those
~ may require your help, but
point.)
of the student body, faculty or administration of Xavier. Statements and opinions
ily. Not only did they achieve
of columnists do not necessarily reflect those of the editors.
love, but they definitely accom- we do not need your feelings of
Subscription rates are $15.00/year within the USA. Subscription inquiries should
guilt. Look to the future with
The Soviet Union, too, must
plished a successful family.
be directed to business manager (513-745-3561). Advertising inquiries will be
To
my
father,
I
remain
vigi)ant.
The
Americans
optimistic
eyes.
Sometimes I find it humorous
handled by Kent George, advertising manager (513-745-3607).
ask that you understand that
announce increases in arms
to look back at how far my
Entered as third class matter at the U.S. Post Office under permit number 1275.
we al) love you and need you
every year. The only thing that
Reprinting of articles or cartoons without permission of the author and/or The
brother and sisters have come
Xavier Newsioire is strictly prohibited.
restrains Mr. Bush is a close .to
with us for at least 25 more
since we were little.
Xavier University is an academic community committed to equal opportunity
trillion:.dollar budget deficit. We
When my brother Kevin was years. You have accomplished
for all persons regardless of age, sex, race, religion, handicap or national origin.
more
than
most
men
can
ever
cannot
be
deceived
by
US
atthe ripe old age of seven, he
even dream of accomplishing.
tempts at reforming our counEditor in chief ............................................. Kimberly Grote
decided to run away from
News editors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Brian Sullivan, Jennifer Stark
You are truly the model of a
try's relations. We must rememhome. He put all ·his bow-ties
Perspectives editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Anthony Kovalik
loving father.
ber that the long-time goal of
in a grocery sack and left the
Sports editors ............................. Mike Pfiester, David Stubenrauch
Mom and Dad, you have alan imperialist power is to have
house. Today, he owns his own
Diversions editors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Missy Baker, Kent George
ready, beyond a shadow of a
democratic satellites strategically
house in Northern Kentucky.
Calendar/Special Projects editor ....................... , ..... Anita Klausing
doubt, made this world a better located all over the world. let
. Phot0graphy ·editors .............. '. ............ Sabra Hayes, Laura Chapnick
My sister Anita was always
Advertising manager . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Kent George ·
place in which to live for a lot
us never forget Vietnam for cer· the grade-struggler in ele_!llenBusiness manager ........................ , ..... ., ........... Kimberly Grote
of people. Now it's our tum.
tainly they won't let us forget
tary school. She'd come home
Advisor ..........· ................ , ........................ George Gordon
follow.
mistakes
in
Afganistan.
·
What
a
hard
act
to
crying about having to follow

by Brian Sullivan

An experimentation·in parallelism

A Soviet comments on America's
Peace through Strength' stance
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EAT AND RUN RELAY

HUNGRY ENOUGH
TO WIN A
TRIP TO FLORIDA?

But be sure you're famished. 'Cause
you've gotta chow down a tasty Impromptu entree. Pronto! Then whisk
another one dCJwn to your teammate for
the handoff. He eats and runs, and on
it goes till the last member cleans his
plate and sounds the dinner bell. The
fastest womens team and fastest mens
team wins a week in Florida at Spring
Break.
Think you have the ingredients to
win? Get details and additional registration forms from your intramural director.

Then grab three teammates with an
appetite for victory. And book over to
Northern Kentucky University on February 25. Its the tastiest new event of
the Q102Winter Games.The Impromptu
Eat 'n' Run Relay. One for guys, one for
gals. Four to a team.

- HOT- TIMES.
- - HOT- FOOD.
-- - HOT- TRIP.
--

I

Registration Deadline: February 15, 1989

I Teammates

(1) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (2)
(3)

I (4)

~~~~~~~~~~~~-

I

I~
Iu
I§
I i"":;!

1 Phone Number

---------

SAVES100

i
l.J

school - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

MANUFACTURER'S COUPON

when you bu:y any TWO
of the 10 delicious entrees

NO EXPIRATION DATE
GFC will reimburse you for the lace value of !his coupon plus Bt ii .
submitted in compliance with GFC Redemption Policy C-1 incorporated herein by reference. Valid only if
redeemed by retail distributors al our
merchandise or anyone specifkaUy
authorized by GFC. Cash value l/20c.
Mail to: General Foods Corp<Jration,
P.O. Box 103, Kankakee, ll 60902.

]i1t/Nllt/lliC;
To receive special Impromptu announcements. complete
i.iformation bdow and redeem this coupoP.
Name
Address-----~------

City/State/Zip-----------

* CONTACT YOUR INTRAMURAL DIRECTOR FOR RELAY RULES AND ADDITIONAL ENTRY FORMS

CONTACT: Chuck Fenton, Xavier University, Intramural Department, 3800 Victory Parkway, Cincinnati, Ohio 45207

NBOJ2GD92D

05

I
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Bearcats rule in battle of Cincinnati
the Xavier fans as the contingency became very quiet. UC
led 37-32 at halftime thanks .to
a buzzer shot by Mike DavenIt was Feb. l, the day every
port. With about 12 seconds to
Cincinnati college basketball fan
go,
Jamal Walker fouled Andre
had been anticipating - the
Tate,
sending him to the foul
56th annual crosstown shootout
line.
Tate
missed the shot and
between the University of CinTyrone
Hill
came down with
cinnati (UC) and Xavier Univerone of his game-high 15 resity. --J.
Emotions were as high as the bounds and passed it up to
Davenport to hit the 14-footer.
ticket prices. The game had
On the opening possesion of
been sold out so some ticket
the second half, Muskie forward
scalpers were getting up to $50
Colin Parker hit a three-pointer
for a pair of $8 seats. Both
to put the score at 37-35, the
teams saw this as a very imclosest Xavier would ever get to
portant game as it declared
bragging rights to the winner in the Bearcats for the rest of the
game. With 4:34 left in the
the city of Cincinnati for angame, Strong picked up his
other year. Going into the
fifth and final foul. Hill would
game, UC led the series 37-18,
follow him at the 3:58 mark.
but Xavier had won six of the
Forced to go with their smaller
last seven meetings.
line-up, the Muskies were
UC controlled the opening
beaten on the boards and were
tip, but failed to score on its
forced to foul, but UC missed
opening possesion. Xavier took
five of their last six free-throws.
advantage of that and jumped
This left the door open for a
out to a 5-0 lead. Unfortunately, Xavier center Derek
Xavier comeback, but for some
Strong picked up two quick
reason, the shots just wouldn't
fouls within the first two minfall. The Muskies fell to the
Bearcats 86-76.
utes of the game. The rivalry
Cincinnati's Louis Banks, a
definitely caused emotions to
run high as both teams caused
thorn in the Muskies side all
needless fouls and mistakes.
night long, paced the Bearcats
With 1:29 left in the first
with 28 points. Xavier was lead
; half, Derek Strong picked up
by Stan Kimbrough's 15 points
while Hill and Parker both
·.. • . .
..
.
. Sabra Ha~ photo
his fourth foul of the game.
added 14 points.each. Many·
Junior Jamal Walker sends a "sky hook" taward the basket during 'Oile could· feel the concern of
the first half of last Wednesday's competition.
by Ken Schorsch
staff reporter

--

~.-

people felt the game would be
decided on the boards and at
the free-throw line. Xavier shot
78 percent from the line, 10-for10 in the second half, but were
out-rebounded 48-38.
Co-captain Kimbrough commented, 'We knew going in
whoever won the battle of the
boards would probably win the
game, and that's exactly· what
happened:'
When asked what he felt the
Muskies needed to change,
winding down the Midwestern
Collegiate Conference (MCC)
play and heading into the conference tournament, Jamal
Walker answered, "I think we're
playing hard and putting forth
a good effort, we just need to
play smarter and execute."
Coach Pete Gillen said he
was proud of his players, how
they handled themselves and
the effort they put forth.
XAVIER
M FB
Dawnport .............. 14 1
Hiii ......................... 33 7

Strong....................
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Kimbrough 3-11, Pakrer 3-9, Minor Chl), UC l>3 (Tate Chl~
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-XAVIER. UNIVERSITY

1989 SUMMER STUDY ABROAD
AUSTRIA
COLOMBIA

ENGLAND
FRANCE
IRELAND
JAPAN
SPAIN
Humanities, Business, Social Science courses and other
fields taught in English. Modem Languages.

FOR INFORMATION:
Xavier University, Romero Center,
Cincinnati, Ohio 45207
Telephone 800-745-3712

BetsyW.
Happy Valentine's Day!

You are a great friend!
Love always,
Gerry

-Rick l<oche, Neil Ryan, Chris
"Mac" Mcinerney and Fran
Westbrooks are the boxers to
watch. Freshman Brennan Maloney shows "good style" claims
Schwartz, "It will be a test for
Brennan to see how he pairs
Boxing
with the more experienced
Xavier will host the 1989
fighters:'
Midwest Collegiate Regional
Schwartz notes that the heavBoxing Tournament in March at ily favored teams include the
the ·Armory. Participating
US Air Force Academy and the
schools include Xavier, Miami
University of Notre Dame. Both
University, the University of
of these schools should bring in ·
Cincinnati, Ohio University, the a full squad for the weekend
University of Notre Dame,
event. Xavier's team will be
Western Kentucky University,
preparing for the5e and the
Central State and the Air Force other schools for the next
Academy. Coach· Rollie
month.
Schwartz of Xavier is very exIn preparation for the Midcited. and anticipates some exwest Collegiate Regional Tourcellent bouts in the two-night
nament, you can catch the Xavevent.
ier team in action next
"Our team looks very good,"
Thursday, Feb. 16, 7:30 p.m. at
said Schwartz, "Our boys have
the Armory. This contest will
been practicing very hard and
include Xavier, Ohio University,
we should have a few of our
the University of Cincinnati and
top fighters in the final bouts
Miami University. Ticket costs
of the tournament:' Co-captain
for students and children are
Rick Roche sums up the team
$1; $2 for adults.
this way, "Our guys show a lot
Swimming
of potential because they're
quick and disciplined. Coach
The mens and womens
Schwartz sees to that:'
swimming and diving teams
The Muskies have some
have completed their regular
strong contenders for the event. season and are gearing up for
According to Coach Schwartz,
the Midwestern Collegiate Con-

by Mike Erb
staff reporter and
· David Stubenrach
Sports editor

ference (MCC) Tournament.
The men's team finished with
a final record· of 4-14. Although
this doesn't .sound promising,
the coach of the Muskies, .Tassos Madonis, noted the level of
squad also
competition.
has momentum, beating Morehead State in their last meet.
Record setters this season include: John Colegrove (200
Breaststroke and 400 Individual
Medley), Dave Shay (1 Meter
Diving), and the team of Colegrove, ·John Fischer, Jason Tinker, and Bob I<iffmeyer (200
Freestyle Rel~y).

This

For the ladies this season, the
final record of 10-6 was excel- ·
lent. Wins this year included
Fairmont State, Morehead State
and MCC rival Evansville. The .
women's squad also. had their
share of ·record breakers. All-inall, eight records fell. Recordbreakers include: Joanne Wissman (100, 200, 500 and 1000
Freestyle and 200 Butterfly), Julie Carey (200 Breaststroke), the
team of Elizabeth Walsh, Lori
Evans, Susan Hollenbacher and
Patty Gerdes (200 Freestyle Relay) and the team of Bernadine.
Murphy, Walsh, Hollenbacher
and Wissman (800 Freestyle Relay).
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eXcUseme
by David Stubenrauch
Sports editor
Welcome ladies and gentlemen to The Coaches Game.
Our first contestant is a 52
year-old graduate of the University of Cincinnati. He currently spends his time coaching his fonner college's
basketball team. Our second
contestant is a 57 year old
graduate of the University of
Dayton. He, like contestant
number one, is currently
coaching his alma mater. Finally, contestant number
three is the youngster of the
group at 41. He is a graduate of Fairfield University
and loves to spend his nonleisure time coaching the
men of Xavier University. So
let's play The Coaches
Gamel
This show took place
last week on two different
nights, and although both
the Cincinnati and the Dayton games were on local television stations, to catch the
real show, you needed to be
there live.
Contestant Number One is
Tony Yates, head coach of
the University of Cincinnati.
Yates, in his sixth season as
the head of the Bearcats, has
seen the good and the bad
times. Yates was an AllAmerican in 1963 playing for
UC. He was also a big part
of the 1961-62 UC squad
that won the NCAA championship and was a runner-up
the following season. Currently, his squad is on probation, unable to participate
in ·the post-season tournament.
Contestant Number Two
is Don Donaher, head coach
for the Flyers of the University of Dayton. Donaher is
in his 25th season as the
head man at Dayton and his
first in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference. With 425
wins in his coaching career,
Donaher is considered one of
the top coaches in NCAA
history. He currently ranks
fifth in wins at the same
school as far as active
coaches go. His· greatest accomplishments have to be
his 1967 and 1968 teams.
The 1967 squad Went to the
finals of the NCAA champi-·
onship where they lost to
·UCLA. In 1968, the Flyers
went all the way to win the
National Invitational Tournament.
Contestant Number Three
is that super-duper coach Peter Gillen. In his fourth season as the main Muskie, Gillen has compiled a better
winning percentage than any
other Xavier coach to ever
come down the pike. His
most memorable moment
would have to be two seasons ago when Xavier defeated Missouri in the firstround of the NCAA tournament, ·the first-of-its-kind win
in the history of the Xavier
sports program.
So make your choice, who
do you feel is the best coach
in Southwest Ohio7 Yates,
Donaher, Gillen7

Hotshot of the week

Durham and Hill lead Xavier

Muskie~ split with Dayton
by David Stubenraucl1
Sports editor

DAYTON-Going into last
weekend, the Xavier men's and
women's basketball teams were
2-7 and 3-7, respectively, on
their away games. Enter the
University of Dayton, a college
that enjoys watching their opponents walk into their arena
and leave limping.
The first game pitted the
Lady Flyers against our Lady
Musketeers. Dayton, in its first
season in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference, was 2-16, 1-5
in the MCC. The Muskies were
7-11, 3-3 in the conference. The
first half had the Lady Flyers
dominating the Lady Muskies
for the first 17 minutes as they
ran out to a 24-13 lead. Then,
the ladies of blue-and-white outscored Dayton 10-2, and with
two seconds remaining in the
half, Xavier's leading scorer,
Kerry Durham, took a long
three-pointer to tie the ·score at
halftime, 26-26.
Coming out of the locker
room, Xavier took their first·
lead of the game at the 17:00
mark when Sheryl Krmpotich
received a pass form Durham
and shot it throUgh, XU 32,
UD ·30. The ladies then held
that lead until the 11:49 mark.
Our ladies then hit the proverbial "brick wall" and fell to the
Flyers, 64-52.
It looked like the men were
going to have the same fate
happen to them. The Musketeers came into the game on a
two road-game skid and 0 for
17 in the University of Dayton
Arena. From the opening tip,
Xavier controlled the game.
They scored in every way, from
the charity stripe, the paint,
and the three-point line. The
Muskies were in control up until the 5:13 niark. Then Dayton
went on a 14-2 run and led at
the half, finally 43-35.
For those unfamiliar with the
UD Arena, it is well-known as

the one half arena. For the first
half, visitors run toward the
west end of the arena which is
no real problem. It's the second
half when ·the visitors have to
shoot at the basket right in
front of the student section that
seem to break the backs of
many good teams. But the
Muskies found something that
had been lost the last few
games, CONFIDENCE. In the
second half, Xavier shot an excellent 14 for 28 (SO percent)
from the field and a respectable
17 for 24 from the free-throw
line.
The turning point in the
game came with 6:44 remaining. Dayton center Wes Coffee,
a pain for Xavier most of the
game, picked up his fifth and
final foul. At that point, UD
was up 71-64. It was then time
for the "turn up the tempo"
Muskies as they ran off 18
points to Dayton's seven and
finished the game with the win,
82-78.

The men's and women's basketball teams' next opponent is
Loyola-Chicago. The Lady Muskies play Thursday at Schmidt
Fieldhouse, tip~off is at 6 p.m.
The men play Thursday at the
Cincinnati Gardens with all the
action beginning at 8:05 p.m.
. J
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Sugar 'n' Spice

Sabrina DiBagio
Sport:. RlfLERY
Year: sophomore
Hometown: Trenton, New
Jersey

Position: First in Air Rifle,
Second in Small Bore
Height: 5' 4 •
Weight: 135 lbs.

Sabrina has been a model of· consistency for· her team. this
season. This modest brunette has helped the squad earn
recognition that coach Allen Joseph could ever imagine. She
currently holds three team records. These are the standing
small bore in both a fulla nd half course and a score of 389
in the air rifle.
Her best achievement, though, came. last summer when she
traveled to Los Angeles and made the United States Shooting
team. This team ofa travels around the globe competing in
World Cup events. If that is not enough, the next big
challenge for DiBiagio is the World Air Gun Championships
in Sarajevo, Yugoslavia. Try-outs for the team ~held in
March in Colorado.
As a psychology major, the future for Sabrina is right on
target. She plans to continue shooting while heading for grad
school and picking up her PhD. in sports psychology. She
also "hopes to get (the team) into the top eightf' says
DiBiagio. This would qualify the Muskies for the National
Collegiate Athletic Association Championship.

Restaurant

OPEN EVERY DAY 7 A.M. • 3 P.M.

Daily Luncheon Specials
Including Vegetables
Nationally known for its wispy thin pancakes,
fluffy three-egg omelettes, creative sandwiches,
homemade cheeseca~e,
~
and much, much more!

~· A ·Cincinnati tradition since 1941
4381 Reading Ad. (between Tennessee Ave. & Victory Parkway
Across tram Natorp's
Cincinna1i·Magaz1ne's 1984 Bes.I Breakfast Award.

Minutes from X~vier University, Reasonable prices!

242·3521

Leu Than 15 Mlnu... from ·xav1er
Authentic Muskie Wear and Other Great·Merchancll• lnclucllng:
• Slarter Jackets

• W:istebaskels

• Caps

• Coaches Shirts

• Pennants
• Posters
• Mugs and Steins

• Shot Glasses
• Clip-Ons
• Pens
• Authentic Game Jerseys

•
•
•
•
•

Magnels
Boxer Shorls
Sweaters
T-Shlrls
Umbrellas

r1tLIN~AYL _ _M't l.OOKOUT $Q,_ · - _171-1~
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10% OFF
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Orbison back on charts after 25 years
.

.

~-

the vocal quality and productfoi:i of the originals; which
were recorped a quarter of a
century earlier.
In 1986, the original version
of "In Dreams" was used in
David Lynch's cult classic, "Blue
Velvet:' Lynch subsequently coproduced a new version of the
song for Virgin's greatest hits
package.
In January 1987, Orbison was
acknowledged for his contributions to rock ·when he was inducted into the Rock And Roll
Hall Of Faine. Later that year,
country artist k.d. lang recorded a duet of Orbison's
"Crying" for the soundtrack to
the film ''Hiding Out:' That
song has since been nominated
for a Grammy Award for Best
Country Vocal Collaboration.

by Missy Baker
Diversions editor
Born in an age of innocence,
Roy Kelton Orbison helped develop a style of pop music we
now call rock and roll. Orbison's deep, operatic voice has
earned him respect from Elvis
Presley, who called him "the
greatest singer in the world," to
Bruce Springsteen, who said
"Everbody knows that nobody
sings like Roy Orbison" when
he inducted him into the Rock
And Roll Hall Of Fame in January 1987.
Roy Orbison has long been
revered as one of the .greatest
vocalists within musicians' circles, but it was not until his
death of a heart attack Dec.
6,1988, that music fans of all
ages became aware of his true
talents and contributions to
rock and roll. This West Texas
balladeer was a friend and colleague to many in the music industry, but the compassion and
sincerity that carried over in his
vocals and his lyrics made him
a friend to everyone who listened to his music.
Rock and. roll may never .
kn0w another nU:m· so influential, yet gentle. Orbison
changed rock 'n' roll not by
turning it upside-down but by
writing and playing his music
his way. ''Most people write
songs that are verse-chorus. verse-chorus-bridge-verse-chorusfade, or a form like that;' T
Bone Burnett commented. "But
(Orbison) wrote songs, in that·
very unassuming kind of Texas
way, that were like little concer·
tos. And they were like little
concertos, in a strange way:'

1988 was a promising year
for Orbison

A reminiscent new release
The release of Mystery Girl
last week is truly phenominal.
An album project of all new
works completed prior to his
death, Mystery Girl is a starstudded album featuring the
works of such famed artists as
David Evans (The Edge), Paul
Hewson (Bono), Tom Petty, Jeff
Lynne, George Harrison, T
Bone Burnett, Elvis Costello
and his sons Roy Kelton and
Wesley and wife Barbara.
All of the tracks on Mystery
Girl are reminiscent of Orbison's early hits. Each one is an
appeal of heart ache and sorrow to the lonely and the
scared. Not all of the songs
were written by Orbison.
"She's a Mystery To Me" was
written by U2's Bono and The
Edge, but inspired by Orbison.
Raised in West Texas, Orbison received his first guitar at
the age of six. Orbison's father,
Orbie, was a country guitarist
and encouraged Roy's talents,
along with one of Roy's uncles,
who favored the blues. By his
teens Orbison had founded the
Teen I<ings, a popular local attraction, and even hosted a lo- ·

.

cal television show.
Johnny Cash. appeared .on
this show and urged the talented young ·perforlrier to contact Sam Phillips, .the founder
of Sun Records.· Orbison sent
Phillips a copy of his regionally
released single "Ooby Dooby,"
and the .rest· is rockabilly history:
After several successful ventures with songwriting, Orbison
signed to Fred Foster's fledging
Monument label. His third hit
for Foster, "Only the Lonely,"
paved the way for future hits.
Orbison was able to stretch his
voice· to its full range over a
sparsely produced background,
allowing the. listener to concentrate. on the romantic, hurting
and emotional lyrics. Among
the ·other classic ballads Orbison would record back to back
for Monument were "In
Dreams,"· "C,fing;' ·"Running
Scared," "Blue Bayou," and "It's
Over:'
Other µp-tempo hits. Orbison
recorded· for· Monumerit•·were.

..

·: . ·.

.. - ·.,· '··>

.

"Candy Man," ''Mean Woman
Blues" and, perhaps his. biggest
selling .single. ever, "Oh, .Pretty
Woman:'
During the height of the British Invasion, .Orbison was the
leading American·.vocalist; ··in
Spring 1963, Orbison headlined
a European tour, but the West
Texas balladeer was eclipsed by
the emerging opening act, the
Beatles. In 1965, Orbison signed
with MGM Records and later
starred in 'The Fastest Guitar
In the West/' an MGM feature
film which is now considered a
cult classic.

Personal crisis hinders
creativity
Orbison's career was· stunted
when his wife Claudette died ·in
a motorcycle accidenL Two
years .later, two of his three
children died when fire destroyed his home in Hendersonville, TN.
It was a while before .Orbi.son was· able to· pull himself. together and continue with his

·70s,

·songwriting; I~· th~ -late
Li!tda.;Ronstadt's-version · ot
"Blue Bayou'' wasreleased as a
lrside in America but still
achieved pop chart ·success.
Dori McClean took "Crying" 'to
the top of the charts in 1980.
That same year, 'That. Loving
You Feeling Again," a duet with
Emmylou Harris, was featured
in the film "Roadie" and won
the pair a Grainmy. The hard
rock group Van Halen scored a
hit with "Oh, Pretty Woman."
All of these success stories
began ti:> re~inspife. Orbison. In
1985, he collaborated with old
friends and former Sun Records
label-mates Carl 'Perkins, Jerry
Lewis and Johnny Cash for
Class of '55.
The excitement continued
when Virgin Records• signed Orbison to his first. contrad in 10
years. First to be released was
"In Dreams: The. Greatest Hits;'
a retrospective of his bestknown recordings. This compilation was ~recorded -in· 1985,
but With dedicatiOri to preserve

Lee

Cinemax featured Orbison in
the 1988 cable special "Roy Orbison And Friends: A Black
And White Night;' in which his
backing band induded such
longtime fans as Bruce Springsteen, Tom Waits, Elvis Costello,
Jackson Browne, T Bone Burnett, Bonnie Raitt, and k.d.
Jang, among others.
Early in 1988, while working
on. "You Got It" for the Mystery Girl sessions, George Harrison asked Orbison and Jeff
Lynne to dinner one night to
help him with a b-side. They
needed a studio, so they called
Bob Dylan. Harrison needed a
guitar, so he stopped by Tom
Petty's house. That was the
start of what is now known as
the Traveling Wilburys. All five
collaborated on a song, "Handle
With Care," which was received
with such enthusiasm that the
collaboration soon became a
''band;' and their album, Volume One, went on to become
one of the happiest success stories of the year, even reaching
Billboard's Pop Albums charts.
Though L}'nne, Petty, and
Harrison ·were to help on Orbison's solo project, the Wilburys
were only a detour on the way
to the completion of Mystery
Girl.

A modest legend
Almost 25 years and three
record ·labels later, Orbison
once again started receiving the
acclaim and credit due. Fame
and glory never touched this
rock and roll giant. Never once
did his modesty subside. "I've
been taken aback by the way
things are going," Orbison said
to reporters at London's Heathrow Airport Nov. 30.
"I've been rediscovered by
young kids who had never
heard of me before the Wilburys. They are getting. into my
original songs, and apparently
the old stuff is selling at a rate
of 20,000 copies a day.
"It's very nice to be wanted,
but I still can't quite believe it:'
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All Duranduran wants is...

Teen pop band turns progressive
by Anthony Kovalik . ,
Perspectives editor · ·
The big thing about Duranduran's newest album Big Thing
is the band's transition from
Top 40 teen rock to a more
danceable club sound. Of
course, that is not to say the
band is drifting out of Top 40
popularity and into obscurity.
The band's ability to sell records is clearly seen in the success on Billboard's charts of the
two recently released singles "I don't want your love" and
"All she wants is."

larity among serious progressives and more a.dult audiences.

it requires is a somewhat demented and vengeful personality. The words are ridiculously
pre-school and set to hideous
rhyming couplets. Just remember, none of this is serious.

The Dead Milkmen I

Beelzebubba
Never have I listened to such
an affronting album and withstood anything so one-sidedly
composed of profane insults direded at everyone from college
kids to Gene Loves Jezebel to
Alister Cooke as I have by listening to The Dead Milkmen's
latest release, Beelzebubba. The
album makes light of every
contemporary issue from wife
abuse to teen-age suicide to the
homeless and even raises the
much ignored question of why
Bob Hope isn't dead yet. I bet
you never imagined so much
garbage could be piled "land-fill
styl_e" into <;>ne recorq sleeve.
Beelzebubba, though, by in- ·
suiting everyone and everything
l~ a band of Archie Bunker
clones makes ·the material more
humorous than offensive. The
harsh lyrics, more said than
sang in an abrasive rap fashion,
are superimposed: over an almost REM sound. The musical
arrangements ·are played with
the traditional guitar, .bass,
drunis and accordian · and are
played rather well. The contrast
between the actual ·music and·
the offending lyrics makes for a
humorous study in irony.

Marc Almond I The Stars.
We Are

What is there left to do for a
musician who's spent the last
several years writing poetry and
recording songs by Jasques Brei
and poems by Rimbaud and ·
Baudelaire. Well, if you're Marc
Almond, the former lead vocalist of Soft Cell, you go back
into the studio and continue a
For their faithful followers,
solo career with a new album
Duranduran stays true to form
entitled The Stars We Are.
in their latest LP, though the
Now, if you're not familiar
band is minus two of the three
with the sound of Marc AlTaylor brothers - Andy and
mond or his former band, Soft
Roger. Duranduran members
Cell, you may remember his
are listed on the album jacket
song ''Tainted Love" which apas ·Simon Le Bon, Nick Rhodes
peared almost 10 years ago.
and John Taylor. Fans will, of
Despite the age of the single, it
course, recognize these original
still. remains tenaciously. popumembers. The two missing Taylar. This fact is demonstrated
lors are more than adequately
by station KROQ in Los Anreplaced, however, in the studio
geles which aired its annual lisand on the road by forrner
tener's favorite songs countdown
Missing Persons guitarist Warlast Labor Day weekend in
ren .Cucurullo and two percuswhich ''Tainted Love" was still
sion musicians - Steve .Ferrone
the ·number one· song in L.A.
and Marc Chantereau.
The Stars· We Are is a mildly
The new musicians contribute
progressive album composed of
a harder more sustained drive
heavily orchestrated arrangements of poetic lyrics. The LP
to the album and add consider.. features the single, ''Tears Run
able force to the unique Duran-: ..l · . . ·
·.
·. '
duran musical style. This com-···°"'~""- The'"Deacn•AilkrrierCaltium · : Ririgs'':-an ·uptempo dance pop
smash guaranteed to get immebination of old and new gives
shouldn't be bought for your
the band a new life and broad- . · more mellow moods or for easy diate response at the clubs. The
ens the group's popularity. The
listening music, but if you have album also includes a duet with
days when you get the urge to
days are gone when only teenNico (from Velvet Undersround)
age girls bought Duranduran al- push old ladies in front of
entitled "Your Kisses Burn:'
moving semi-tractor trailors,
bums and concert seats. Their
This cut .was Nico's last recordlatest album should gain poputhen this album is a must. All
ing before her recent death.
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Undercurrents
by Kent George
Diversions editor
You say you have sent
your resume to 307 prospective employers and, instead
of multitudes of acceptence
letters, all you have to show
for your four agonizing years
in school is a pile of student
loan payments and a car
that stalls before every interview. Is that what's troubling
you Bunky7 Pull yourself off
the floor, and get back into
the flow. You cannot waste
away in a state of depression
just. because the job situation
resembles Custer's last stand.
Here are just a few ideas to
beat the post-resume blues.

"Cloud 9'' exists in the
minds of dreamers and,
for a limited time, at
the Playhouse
"Cloud 9", an entertaining
spoof of rigid family relationships, sexual roles and
social conventions, opens
Thursday, Feb. 9 at 8 p.m.
at the Cincinnati Playhouse
in the Park.
Tickets are $15.~$18 and
may be purchased by calling
421-3888. "Cloud 9" runs
through Feb. 26.

Live from New Orleans,
it's Taj Mahal!
Blues artist Taj Mahal will
be _the host of "Congo

Square, New Orleans" a onehour special featuring performances from the 1988
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival Saturday, at 8
p.m. on WVXU, 91.7 FM.

Cincinnati Film Society
poses the question:
chaos or muses?
Seven short films ranging
from the Earthly conditions
of Hell to the conflict of
what's inside and out will be
shown Feb. 24 at 8 p.m. at
the Cincinnati Museum of
Natural History (Enter at
side door off parking Jot).
Admission is $3.50.

Zydeco II: The son of
Zydeco
Cincinnati Folk Life welcomes C. J. Chenier and the
Red Hot Louisiana Band to
Bogart's, Saturday, Feb. 18 at
8 p.m. Tickets are $10 and
may be purchased at any
Ticketron location.
In the style of Queen Ida
and Buckwheat Zydeco,
Chenier adds to the flavor
his father established with a
spicy blend of rock and
rhythm to create a sound
that is wondermous, we
garr-entee.

4

PROFESSIONAL
TYPING
Term Papers, Resumes,
Letters, etc.
Reasonable Rates
Call: Mary 451-1196

ABBA

Personnel
Hiring Immediately

241-0111

Get·aPeace
of the Action
Save the whales.
No nukes.
Ban the bum.
Learn about
environmental issues,
work for environmental
rights, and earn money
(it· beats flipping

burgers!).
Greenpeace Actions
Cincinnati Office
is now filling canvass
positions.· Full-time and
flexible part·tbrie
schedules available..
. 211 •.-242

Need $50 to $100
every two weeks?

NEED OUT?

Thke orders from school,
family, friends, work.
Receive $50
FREE products.
Call Avon office

Imagine - living in a
large house ·with other
female Xavier students
less than a mile
from campus.
Rent only $135
includes heat
and utilities.

761-1114

.

Iii

TIME IS
RUNNING
OUT ••••

IS YOUR RESUME READY?

For more info, call
Brent 385-5919.

COME.ONE,
COME ALL

*FRJ.,
FEB. 10
3-6:00 PM
DOWNUNDER

mE UNFAIR ADVANTAGE

Resume Designers
934.3357

SENIORS!
COUNTDOWN

<1)URGUnDYS
VINE & CALHOUN

751-0646

EVERY WEDNESDAY: 75¢ drinks/New $1 Admlulonl
1HURSDAY, FEB. 9: "Walk. the Dinosaur" & win prizes!
· EVERY FRIDAY: Happy Hour ... 5:00 p.m.... 50¢ .drinks
EVERY SATI '~<DAY: Cincy's best weekend p~y!
EVERY SUNDAY: Exquisite fashion-LIVE!

. EVERY MONDAY-Musicians Night Out ••• National &
Regional Entertainment, weekly!

100 DAYS
UNTIL GRADUATION!
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Face to face on the circus circuit
by Kent George
Diversions editor

Tahar, the Moroccan master will demonstate the way not to
make a living during the 118th edition of Ringling Bros. and
Barnum & Bailey Circus.

Wednesday, February 8, 1989

Newswire Top 10 List
Top 10 Reasons I Picked Up The Newswire Today

Once again Cincinnati circus
fans will have the opportunity
to witness the excitment and
rhythm that has made the Ringling Bros. and Barnum & Bailey Circus, 'The Greatest Show
on Earth:'
This year's edition features
TAHAR, who commands a
deadly assemblage of alligators
in a unique and never-beforeseen circus attraction.
The circus runs Tues., March
7th - Sun., March 12 at 7:30
p.m. at Riverfront Coliseum.
Reserved seating tickets are ·
available at the Riverfront Coliseum drive-up window and all
Ticketron locations.

10 It's jusf as good as the USA Today.
9 Everyone else in the cafe had one.
8 There's Domino's coupons.

7 It was raining and I forgot my umbrella.
6 My dog isn't housebroken and the Newswire is cheaper
than the Enquirer.
S I ran out of coffee filters.
4 The bookstore was out of Sports 11lustrated.

3 It make great paper airplanes.
2 It's Dan Quale's favorite paper.
1 Someone said this was the scratch and sniff issue.

FOR SALE
1986 Renault Alliance

Part-time Phone Work
Flexible Evening Hours
Tri-County Area
$5-$7/hr.
671-7878 ask for
M. Jaworski

1.7 liter, 5 spd., 2 dr., AJC, PS, PB,
AM/FM Cassette. All service records
available.

867-8065 after 5 p.m.

We survived Spring Break '88
''Hunicane Gilbert'' was just
another Party Animal.

CANCUN
READY FOR YOU IN" 89!.

A Complete Vacation Week Starts At

Only

$4191
ACAPULCO & NASSAU Vacations too!
Call John Bevis for more in1o at
(513) 281-2366

MONACO INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL
Celebrating Spring Break Affordably!

••••••
$1.00 DRINKS

-m-

TUES., WEDS.

••••••

(FORMERLY COOTERS)
UNIVERSITY PLAZA/751-2642

ADMISSION AGE 20
TUES. - THURS. - SUN.

PROGRESSIVE NU-WAVE
WEDS. - FRI. - SAT.

DANCE MUSIC
FREE PASS
FREE PASS
Friday, Feb. 10 · Sat., Feb. 11
~

Club - University .Plaz.a

The Club - University Plaza

· Folks here are still talking about
''The 1952 Incident.'' For some reason
still unknown, a certain graduating class
at a certain university missed what was
certainly the opportunity of a lifetime.
The chance to meet with a recruiter
from the National Security Agency.
Maybe they were busy that day. Maybe something else caught their eye. But
the fact remains, a meeting with NSA
could have meant a future full of challenging, exciting projects.
Now you've got the same chance. Our
recruiter will be visiting campus soon in
search of talented mathematicians,

computer scientists, electrical engineers
and linguists. And we're looking for
people who want to work on important,
hands-on assignments right from the
start of their career.
NBA is the agency responsible for
producing foreign intelligence information, safeguarding our government's
communications and securing computer
systems for the Department of Defense.
And we're equally committed to helping you make your future strong. So do
yourself a favor and meet with us. You
don't need 3-D glasses to see that it's a
great opportunity.

NSA will be on campus March 2, interviewing seniors majoring in Computer
Science and Math.
&Un:. Miii (AAM), n. Mtadt, Maryland 10711·1000.

National
Security
Agency

An equal opportunity employer; U.S. omzenshlp required ror applicant and lmmedlaeli family members.
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THE XAVIER VILLAGE
Do you qualify?
Yes

No

Page 11

START

EXECUTIVE
TRAINING NOW

I will be a full-time student in the 1989-90 academic year?
I will be a junior, senior; or graduate student by Fall 1989.
I have a minimum cumulative average of 2.0.
I am in good conduct standing with the University. ( I am not
currently on disciplinary probation.)

If you answered YES to Ill of the above questions, you.
qualify to apply for housing in The Xavier Village.
Pick. up your application from February 20-24 in the
Office of Residence . Life.
The application deadline is
February 27.

Roommates needed
to share newly
renovated house.
Fully equipped kitchen.
10 minutes
from campus.

$175.00
includes utilities.

791-6240
779-0111

396-7400
3915 Montgomery Rd.

r-·- - - - - - - - ~
I !~l size
I
1
topping

$695 I
.·

·

I pizza.
I
I Get any 16" or 12" cheese
I
I pizza with one topping of
I
I your choice for $6.95.
I
Additional toppings available. Not valid
I
any other ooupon or offer. Valid
I with
at participating
I
I only
locations only. Valid
on Domino's
•
I
Pizza.
•
,_~ ~
I Original
• . • 1W ':ii.'!JliA/· l
I Expires:
March 31, 1989.
-ptP~~

11· .

L----------1
: ~l $695:
size

I topping
·
I pizza.
I Get any 16" or 12" cheese
I pizza with one topping of
I your choice for $6.95.

·I

Additional toppings available. Not valid
with any other ooupon or offer. Valid
at participating
.
locations only. Valid
only on Domino's
•
, .Jw
Orif!inal
Expires: Pizza.
•• . ~ .,..

II

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
"'·~··• I
•I March 31, 1989.
~~ I
L. _________ .J
©1989 Oomlnos Pizza, Inc.
Our drivers carry less 'than $20.00. Limited
delive~ area. NoW accePting applic8ti0mi.

CtiiiCl<i aCcel>f8d ·with proper 10:

This

Spring Break,
go Greyhound®
instead.

For just $49 .SO each way,
you and your friends can
afford to pile on Greyhound.
Whether it's the beach, the
slopes or your hometown,
going Greyhound won't
cramp your style.

~9~
each way based on round-trip purchase.

m.GOGREYHOUND

~Aooleave t&driving to us=

1005 Gilbert Street• 352-6000

Must present valid college I. D. card upon purchase. No other discounts apply. Tickets are nontransferable and good only for travel on Greyhound
and other participating carriers. Offer limned. Greyhound also offers low Money Saver fares. Some restrictions apply. Spring Break fare available
2/1/89 through 4/30/89 and is subject to change without.notice. © 1989Greyhound Lines, Inc ..

CALENDAR

All announcemen ·ts must be
sent to The Xavier Newswire
office in Brockman Hall by ·Friday at 3 p.m. Please direct all
mail to Anita Klausing, editor,
Calendar /Special Projects. Also
include name and phone number.

February
Today is Ash Wednesdav.
Masses will be celebrated
at noon, 5 and 7:30 p.m.
in Bellarmine Chapel. In addition, there will be an Ash
Wednesday prayer service at 10
p.m. also in Bellarmine. For
more information, call University Ministry at 745-3567.

8

Ken Olson of Imago will
speak on "Christianity arid
the Earth" at 11:30 a.m.
and 12:30 p.m. in Alter Hall
Room 313.

8

The College Democrats
will meet at 6 p.m. in the
Hearth Room to brainstorm and ret goals for the semester. New members welcome!

8

Come cheer on the men's
asketball team as they
ake on Loyola at 8:05
p.in. at the Gardens.

As part of· Pax Christi's
ideo Series on violence,
A Clockwork Orange"
will be shown at 3:30 p.m. at
the Dorothy Day House. No
admission charge.

lo
lo
lo

There will be a SMAX
S~ial, with chee~
pizza and a movie,
8:30 p.m., at the Loyola House.
For more information, call University Ministry at 745-3567.
Amnesty International,
Xavier's chapter of International Human
Rights Now!, will meet at 2
p.m. at the Dorothy Day
House.

Share in the "Essence
of Color," the Black
Students Association
fashion show, 7:30 p.m., in the
University Center Theatre. Tickets are $2. For more information, contact Ila Little-Avant at
·745-3488.
Minority and international students should
mark their calendars to
attend Minority Career Day, 10
a.. m.-2 p;m., in the CBA NYCE
Room. Interviewing opportunities for full-time, part-time,
summer and intern positions
will be available. Students
should develop or update their
· resume and prepare to interview with the many organizations that will be on campus
that day. 'For more information,
contact George Gordon at 7453141.

11
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Experie.nce acoustic
rock 'n roll in harmony as Overdue and
Earthwood perform together exclusively at Xavier, 9 p.m.-1
a.m., in the Main Dining
Room. Admission is $1 with
XUID, $2 without.

11

All seniors interested
in helping plan Baccalaureate Mass should
meet for a committee meeting
at 7 p.m. at the Loyola House,
3840 Ledgewood. For more information, call Suzanne Lamonte at 357-7340.

12

An Open House will
present information on
Xavier's associate of
science and backelor of science
in nursing, 1-3 p.m., at the
Cohen Center. The session will
cover admissions requirements,
financial aid and courses of
study and offer tours of the facilities. To register for the open
house, contact Dia Tullis at
745-2947.

12

Tune into WVXU 91.7 FM at 10 a.m. for
the Faith and Justice
Forum featuring Fr. Alan F.
Blakely speaking on· ''Ministry
at Juvenile Detention· Centers:'

13
l4
.

Watch Xavier's bachelors and bachelorettes

·compete· in The· Dating

Game; 9-10:30 p.m., in the
University Center Theatre.

ls

Today is the registration deadline day for
the second annual
''D.C. Dive" sponsored by Programs in Peace and Justice.
This week-long program, March
15-23, is an opportunity to gain
first-hand exposure to human
service, government, public policy and citizen action agencies.
Cost is $120 per person which
includes transportation, lodging

Off Campus
Housing
• Walk to campus
•Free heat
•Cable
• Parking
$245.00 and up

Oxford Apts
1001 D1n1 Ave.
Clll Rolando It
221-1714·

and some meals. Participation is
limited and a one-hour orientation session is required. For
more information, call the Dorothy Day House at 745-3046.

ls
ls

Amnesty International
and the Black Student
Association will sponsor a video and discussion on
South Africa at 6:30 p.m. in
Kelley Auditorium.
Students for Life, a
student anti-abortion
organization, will hold
a general organizational meeting
at 6 p.m. in Alumni Hall
Room 103.
The Student Government Association
(SGA) will sponsor
Leadership Opportunities Day
to provide information about
available leadership positions on
campus. The first part of the
program will be information tables in the University Center
lobby, 11 a.m.-2 p.m. Part two
of the program is a presentation and question/answer session in the University Center
Hearth Room from 8 to 9 p.m.

15

Prospective black students are invited to
learn more about Xavier at the "Black Student Visita:
tion Day," 1~5 p.m., in the College of. Business Administration
(CBAj building. For further information, contact Cele5tine W
Goodloe at 745-3163.
·

19

Miscellaneous

ested in forming a support
group for people recovering
from an eating disorder or who
has any other ideas for support
groups, please contact Lissa
· Knue at the Health and Counseling Center or call 745-3022.

Do you want MORE?

The Office of Admissions is
currently accepting applications
for two co-director positions OI
the Muskies Own Recruitment1
Effort (MORE) for the 1989-90.
academic year. The primary responsibility of a MORE co-di-·
Food for thought
rector is to contribute to the
achievement of the enrollment
If you hunger for food for
body and soul, University Min- goals of Xavier. Applicants
must be full··time undergraduate
istry will sponsor Conversation
students and have a great deal
over Pizza, every Thursday
during Lent, 7:30-9:30 p.m. be- of knowledge about the campus. Past experience as a tour
ginning Feb. 9, and Conversaguide, Admissions student
tion over Soup, every Friday
· during Lent beginning Feb. 10,
worker or a member of the
both at the Loyola House, 3840 Board of Ambassadors is preferred. Applications are availaLedgewood. Both. programs are
. ble at the University Center Inan opporttinity for discussion
about issues of faith, belief God formation Desk and the
and community. For more infor- Admissions Office.
mation, call University Ministry
at 745-3567.
Wake-up spirituality

Scholarships available
Applications are now being
accepted for the O'Connor
Scholarship, which will be
awarded to a full-time student
now in their· junior year and
will cover the cost of tuition
for the recipient's senior year,
and the Savage Scholarship,
which will be awarded to two
full-time students presently in
their sophomore or junior year
and will be worth $2,500 each.
Applications for these scholarships are made only through
academic departments. Application deadline is Feb. 27, 1989.
For further information, students should consult the main
bulletin board in the lobby of
Alter Hall, the chairperson ·of
their major department, or Fr.
Kennealy.

ACA support group

Anyone for chess?

The support group for adult
children of alcoholics (ACA)
will resume on Thursdays 3:30
to 4:30 p.m. in the 2nd floor
Kuhlman chapel. Anyone inter-

If anyone is interested in
starting up a Chess Club,
please contact Fabo Hurtado at
891-4497 after 4 p.m. for more
information.

University Ministry is sponsoring 'Wake-up Spirituality"
brown-bag lunch mid-day retreats, 12:30-1:30 p.m., on Feb.
14, 21 and 28, in the Regis
Room of the University Center.
The retreats will feature videotapes by Fr. Anthony DeMello
and allow time for discussion as
well as lunch. For more information, call University Ministry
at 745-3567.

Alcoholics Anonymous
meeting
Xavier's Acoholics Anonymous meets every Tuesday at
12:30 p.m. in the Ohio: Room
in the University Center. All are
welcome to attend this Big
Book beginners' meeting.

Math· tutoring moved
The Math Tutoring Lab has
been moved to a new location
in Hinkle Hall (Rm. 116).
Hours for the spring semester
are listed on the door. Tutoring
is free to XU students, and no
appointment is necessary.

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
seeks editors for 1989-90
Applications are now being accepted for the following positions on THE XAVIER
NEWSWIRE for the 1989-90 academic year:
• Sports editors (2)
• Editor in chief
• Photography editors (2)
• Managing editor
• News editors (2)
• Business manager
• Perspectives (commentary) editor
• Advertising manager
• Diversions (entertainment) editors (2)
ALL POSITIONS ARE PAID. Newswriting and/or journalistic experience preferred, but not absolutely essential.
Application forms and guidelines are available atthe University Center Information Desk, THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE office in Brockman Hall or Dr. John Eric
Anderson's office, room B-11 in the Communication Arts Department (basement
of Alter Hall).
The deadline for applications is WEDNESDAY, FEB. 15. Applications should be
submitted to Dr. John Eric Anderson, chairperson, Student Publications
Committee, B-11 Alter Hall.
Applicants for the position of editor in chief will be interviewed on Tuesday,

Feb. 21.

.

Candidates for the remaining editorial positions will be contacted regarding the
·
.
date, time and location of their interviews.
Join THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE and experience THE ."WRITE" STUFFI

